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who 

is Lili?

Colombian, NYC,  Lead Product Designer,  Founder SoulDoodles, Teaches UX-UI Memorisely



What do you think 

of when you hear 

the word “design”?



There is a 

misunderstanding of 

design as purely visual.





What do these 
have in common?



functionality

user experience

solve a problem
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WHAT WHY



What

WHY
we know that 

understanding the 'why' 

behind designs is crucial 

for effective problem-

solving.



What We designers are naturally 

curious, conducting research 

to empathize with users and 

identify their pain points.

HOW DO WE DO IT?



What

When there is diversity within a team, it fosters 

creativity and enables the inclusion of various 

perspectives in problem-solving.



dIVERSITY = innovation +  inclusivity 



designers from 

different 

backgrounds can 

better empathize 

with a wider range 

of users.



CASE 
STUDY
*DISCLAMER: Gentrification = colonization



challenge

Expanding its global user base 
while addressing cultural and 
accessibility differences.



approach

Airbnb recognized that to 
address these challenges 
effectively, they needed design 
teams that reflected the 
diversity of their user base. 
They actively recruited 
designers from various 
backgrounds and cultures to 
join their teams.



the impact

Diverse design teams at Airbnb 
introduced multilingual 
interfaces, culturally sensitive 
features, and accessibility 
improvements.



business success 

The company's revenue 
continued to grow, and they 
expanded their global 
footprint, in part due to their 
ability to attract and serve a 
broader audience.



SO, WHAT ARE YOU TRYING 

TO TELL ME?



eVEN THO SOMETIMES 


THE IMPOSTER SYNDROME 

COMES AND ATTACK US 



wITH OUR BACKGROUNDS WE 

BRING SO MUCH TO THE TABLE



 unique perspective�

 interdisciplinary skill�

 empath

 cross-cultura�

 innovatio�

 problem-solvin�

 adaptabilit

 strong communicatio�

 ability to facilitate collaboration

REMEMBER 
YOUR value



 "In diversity, there is beauty, 

and there is strength." 

– Maya Angelou



Gracias! 


